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DEDICATION

We dedicate this story to all the animals on this planet. Their love for the humans has connected us to Heaven.
PREFACE

Animals have souls too. In Heaven where their souls live, they are light beings just like all other souls. Some of these beings have decided to come to this world and take the shape of animals, so they can make the world more beautiful. They also come to help human beings.

Like these seven loving, wise creatures in the story, all animals give us so much love and comfort. They make the world such a colorful place. When we love them back, we get connected with Heaven. And this love will turn into super power and help us face any challenge in the world.
In this story the animals speak openly about meditation. It is recommended that children and adults practise meditation under the guidance of an enlightened master.
Beyond space and time, there resides the Supreme One...
...and the seven Super Spirits in the Realm of Illumination.
One day, the Super Spirits were reflecting on the magnificent universe when they were summoned to meet with the Supreme One.
“I’ve called you here for a special reason. Take a look at the Beautiful Blue Water Planet in the Silky Way Galaxy. Human beings have degenerated from their real human standard of love, compassion and peace. So now we have a real mess on our hands. Your animal spirits on the Blue Water Planet are calling for assistance. They need your help immediately.”
Oh dear!

In some places, there are no trees at all. Not even grass.
Oh my, it looks like these humans almost wiped out the whole planet.

It’s not so beautiful anymore. And this is not the first time for this planet.

What can we do to stop this terrible trend from happening again?

I do hope they will change back to their true, loving nature.

Oh, no!
My fellow Super Spirits, do you know the cause of all this?

Who?

Human beings!

What?

Global warming?

Where?

The Beautiful Blue Water Planet!

Why?

It’s been dangerously consistent!
Livestock breeding and everything associated with it!

When?

Now!

How?

Livestock breeding and everything associated with it!

Oh, dear!

That’s crazy!
Yeah! There is a lot of water there. 71% of the planet! Stop kidding around.

Well, what are we waiting for? Super-Spirits unite! Let’s go meet our animal spirits. They will be happy to see us.

Do we need to bring swim suits? I would like a red one.

Swim Suit...

Yeah! There is a lot of water there. 71% of the planet! Stop kidding around.
With the blessings of the Supreme One, off they went to the Beautiful Blue Water Planet.
Soon afterwards, in a rare corner of the planet, Lake Amoura...
Hi there! My name is Sy. Sounds like the word “sea”, like being a part of the ocean. I haven’t seen you around here before. You must be new. Where are you from?

Is this a dream? What a beautiful place! So peaceful and quiet. How did I get here?

I can’t seem to remember anything about my past...
No, this is not a dream. This is Lake Amoura!

Do you remember your name?

My name...my name is Or. I am known as Prince Or.

Dear Prince Or, let me take you to meet our Elder Hermit. He is so wise and kind. He will know how to help you out.
Elder Hermit, Sy is calling us. A prince water bird is lost and needs your help.
Sounds like it is urgent, Elder Hermit. Elder Hermit, can you walk just a little bit faster?

We are in a rush!

Your impatience is getting the better of you, Brother Happy. Are you getting your daily meditation?

Umm...
Umm...later! Hurry up, Elder Hermit!

Brother Happy, slow down. Wait up!
Brother
Happy, you
are finally
here! Have
you brought
Elder Hermit?

Yes, he is on
his way.

Prince Or, you
will love our Elder
Hermit!

I like my new friends
very much, but I do
hope Elder Hermit can
help me remember
my past.

Everyone is so nice
to me...
Prince Or, I am glad to have you as my new friend. You are so handsome.

The two of you are almost the same size!

Ya, I am small enough to ride on your back!

He-he!

Elder Hermit, this is Prince Or. He is new to Lake Amoura.
Prince Or is in distress. He can’t seem to remember how he got here. Can you help him? Do you know where he is from?

Dear Prince Or, I know more about your past and future than you can ever imagine.

Before I tell you, we all need to do something first.
Nooo, I can’t wait! Tell me, tell me now!

Patience, Brother Happy. Can you guess what it is that I request?

Oh, I know! Meditation will help us get clear on where Prince Or is from.
Yay! No problem, I love to meditate!

Okay, everyone, gather around.

Prince Or, meditation is very easy. We begin by putting our minds into a calm state of being. Let your flowing thoughts become as still as the rippleless water.
You may gently open your eyes now. Meditation session is over.
Really? Wow! That was really fast. I feel so refreshed!

Now listen carefully, Prince Or: this is what happened to you…

Your entire tribe was forced to move because most of your natural habitat was destroyed by the humans.

It was a long and hard journey. You fell behind from your tribe and became lost. You were about to faint and fall down from exhaustion when a sudden gust of wind carried you here to the forever peaceful Lake Amoura.
Yes! It’s all coming back to me. Oh, my friends, my family, my home! I must go to them!
Nooo! Come back, Prince Or! You must understand! Your home is not the same as before. Prince Or!
Hi Princess Pitu. It’s Sunny here, always at your service. There is an urgent request for your assistance. Come with me.
Princess Pitu, Princess Pitu! Our new friend, Prince Or might be in trouble. He is going back home to his side of the Blue Water Planet that has been greatly destroyed.

Oceans are dying, glaciers are melting.
I feel Elder Hermit is responsible for Prince Or's leaving.

Now, now, Brother Happy. Everyone is responsible for their own actions.

Prince Or wanted to know, so I told him the truth. He was going to find out sooner or later.

You did the right thing, Elder Hermit.

This is what Prince Or has chosen to learn, so no one can be blamed for what happened.

Everything is happening according to "The Plan".
Allow me to introduce myself. I’m Kadula. Can someone please tell me what has happened to Prince Or’s home?

What do you mean by “The Plan”?

Prince Or thinks he is going home, but he is actually about to meet his destiny.

Plan? Destiny? This is so overwhelming!

Too big for my little body to take in...
Spring came, I finally matured from a baby to a grown swan. My Swan tribe Elder revealed to me that we souls of the Swans are like mini-flash drives of Mother Nature and humanity. We can tap into information more than thousands of years at a time. Isn’t that amazing? But wait, there’s more!

I remember the day when I discovered my purpose in this life.
I learned that our magnificent whales are like hard-disk drives. Not only can they reveal timeless history, they also have the ability to restore forgotten and lost information. They are truly the noblest guardians of our world.

I learned that humans rightfully wear the Crown of Creation, serving as planetary hosts for Mother Nature and all her children. But sadly, many have forgotten their duty to share love with all beings.
Over the last few decades, humans have developed high-tech machinery and factories to kill more animals at greater speed!
The livestock industry has created a tremendous ecological disturbance resulting in massive emissions of poisonous gases such as methane and carbon dioxide. Global warming was inevitable and thus the planet is encountering unprecedented frequencies of natural disasters and millions of wildlife are losing their lives.
How can we help them?

We must remind them.

Yes, and some humans are awakening to the truth, but we need more awakened beings fast!

For years now, I have been warning human beings of the dreadful consequences of their actions.
Dear Humans! The main cause of your suffering and global catastrophes is from animal farming!

Did you know that a similar event happened to Mars and Venus! The residents there didn’t listen to the warnings. They didn’t realize that killing the animals is like killing themselves. Soon they lost all the animals, but most of all they lost their home forever!

What a tragic loss! Humans of the Blue Water Planet, wake up! Hear the cries of the animals! Please listen to our warnings.
Let's give a moment of silence to the human beings. Let's pray and meditate for peace and love!

We still have time. It's not too late.
Sometimes I feel like I can cry forever for their huge mistakes. I love humans. I feel like we are wasting our time! Many humans don’t seem to notice us, let alone care enough to save their home! I don’t think they realize what they are doing. Sometimes I feel like I can cry forever for their huge mistakes. Don’t give up hope! They are young souls with little inner wisdom. They are easily distracted by worldly things such as money, fame, and social positions. Don’t give up hope! They are young souls with little inner wisdom.
I have an idea!

Let’s meditate and pray and call on our Super Spirits from the Realm of Illumination.

We can merge our animal spirits with their human type bodies and do our best to restore the planet. How cool is that?
Our visit here to the Blue Water Planet is very sacred and important.

How is everyone doing?

I am honored to be here.

We have only a few days before we will need to separate from our animal spirits and go back to the Realm of Illumination.
I am excited!

I feel ready!

I am feeling hungry!

Before we begin, let’s each send a blessing to the human beings of this Blue Water Planet.
I bless them with the Courage to Take Action.

I bless them with Purity of Speech and Mind.

I bless them with Endless Creativity and Growth.

I bless them with Leadership from the Heart.

I bless them with Wisdom from their Soul.
I bless them with Devotion and Service to Mother Nature.

I bless them with Selfless Love for all Living Beings because we are all interconnected.

A vegan diet is love in action. This is what the humans need to understand the most.
He looks so depressed. Let’s go help him out!

Look! Over there in the distance! It’s Prince Or!
Oh dear friends! Leave me be! I have lost everything, my friends, my family, and my home! I have lost hope in living!

Prince Or! We are the Super Spirits from the Realm. We've come to help you.

We are here on a mission to help the human beings. Prince Or, please remember your origin. You are one of us—a Super Spirit!

Human beings!

Prince Or! You are like our family. Get up, get up! We need you!

Why? I have no purpose left in living!
I don’t want anything to do with them! They are the cause of my pain and suffering! Why should I care for them?

All around the world, human beings are quickly awakening to their true loving nature! It is wonderful to watch their progress.

Is this true? Is this really happening? Okay, take me to them before I am drowned in hurt and anger forever!

Prince Or, you must understand...
Look here, Prince Or, these two humans are taking care of your wounded friends.

Even the divine beings of Heaven have come to observe the golden hearts of these evolving humans.

So what you are saying is that with the blessing of the Supreme One and the special unique blessings from the Super Spirits, the planet is changing very quickly. What you are telling me is that I must believe in the power of prayer.

I guess I forget who I was for a moment.
I will continue to work to fully awaken and restore the planet.

My past has made me stronger. All is forgiven. I am filled with burning courage and yearning love to help humanity transition into the Golden Age!
I shall live out the rest of my life in a human body to spread the message of love and peace!

Oh Prince Or! You are my hero!
Super Spirits, let’s go. We have more work to do here.

Prince Or, once again, we are very happy that you have remembered who you are. Let’s go!
Absolutely! I am super charged again.
And together, the Seven Super Spirits went throughout the planet sharing and helping the Human beings implement a Beautiful Blue Water Planet Restoration Plan: a plant-based diet, an environmental protection plan, and a return to the real human standard of love, respect and compassion for all beings.
And the Beautiful Blue Water Planet was beautiful again.
Life on the Blue Water Planet became like Heaven. All beings, treasuring each other and the planet, lived in peace and harmony happily ever after.
Supreme Master Ching Hai is the inspiration for The Q Life Collection of books and games. She is a humanitarian, peacemaker, world lecturer, television pioneer, best-selling author, ambassador for loving kindness to humans and animals, environmentalist, artist, musician, fashion designer, poetess and spiritual teacher. Her remarkable efforts all go towards fulfilling a dream of a peaceful and loving planet:

“I dream that the whole world will become peaceful. 
I dream that all the killing will stop. 
I dream that all the children will walk in peace and harmony. 
I dream that all the nations will shake hands with each other, protect each other, and help each other. 
I dream that our beautiful planet will not be destroyed. 
It takes billions, billions, and trillions of years to produce this planet and it’s so beautiful, so wonderful. 
I dream that it will continue, but in peace, beauty and love.”

The Q Life Collection of children’s books and games brings home the message that all beings have intelligence. Most of us are familiar with acronyms such as IQ (intelligence quotient) and EQ (emotional intelligence). There exist other measurements such as LQ and NQ.

Supreme Master Ching Hai tells us that LQ which means Loving Quality or Godly Quality is a quality which all living beings hold. This is the quality of unconditional Love, the Love that transcends all boundaries, races and species,
above and beyond the worldly love of husband and wife, mother and child. This is the Love for all beings. With a high LQ we are ready to sacrifice and help, be it our benefactor, stranger or enemy.

Supreme Master Ching Hai also shares that wild animals range from having 30% to 300% LQ.

For example, whales have 300% LQ, ducks have 90%, seals have 300%, cows have 300% while the tiger, lion and leopard because they savagely eat other animals have an average LQ of only 21%.

For domestic animals they range from a high of 300% to a low of 80%. The figures indicate to what extent they harbor the noble, unconditional, self-sacrificing love. For example, dogs have 110% LQ, pigs have 120%, and horses have 180%.

Humans, on average, have only 20% LQ. The LQ for Saints is in the 1,000% range.

Noble Quality or NQ, on the other hand, enables us to be more selfless, more protective of our loved ones and more unconditional. NQ also means leading a virtuous life.

Cows have an NQ of 40% while pigs have 30%, dogs have 30% and, not surprisingly, tigers have 4%. The average human has an NQ of just 10%. The eagle has an NQ of 3%. Like tigers and lions, the eagle with an NQ of 3% thinks nothing of killing other beings. Swans have an average NQ of 20%.

Female animals in general have 1 or 2% higher NQ than their male counterpart, and in the human world it’s the same. It would seem that Motherhood does help to develop more unconditional love, and the more we exercise NQ the more NQ we will have.

In other words, many animals are more loving and more noble than us humans. We have much to learn from them.

We thank Supreme Master Ching Hai for sharing her ever loving and gracious wisdom.
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